
Jersey Finance Members  Meeting   |   9th June 2010



The Tax Information  Exchange Agreement signed 
with France in Paris on Monday 23rd March, 2009.

– Context: within OECD and EU
 French position in both organisations

– Ratification, and entry into force 
– French domestic tax law hierarchy, where and how does it fit?
– The advantages for the Island and the Finance Industry:

 The Fund industry;
 The Trust and Corporate Administration industry;
 Lawyers, accountants and other professionals.

 Joint Questions

• 16.30 – 16.50 : Time 20 minutes



French TIEA :
Its context within the EU and OECD 

• EU: Savings Directive and Tax harmonisation
 Where do the French taxes fit? 

 How has France managed recovery of taxes outside the  
strict  scope of EU tax competence through the Mutual
Assistance Directive?

• OECD
 OECD TIEA template not necessarily full square with

French internal tax system: e.g. 3% annual tax.

 France has chair of Peer Review Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Savings Directive has been extended in a similar expansion to the Mutual Assistance Directive. It does not yet cover all types of taxes of EU Member States, as the economics of the tax has to fall within the scope to the EU treaties.  The preoccupations of European Central Banks to maintain the Euro as a common currency and their need for fiscal revenues will soon erode this principle.France has argued consistently that although the 3% annual tax on immovable property holding entities is not strictly speaking covered, it is in essence a Wealth tax. Although the tax under 990 A CGI is not specifically designated as being within the scope of the taxes subject to the TIEA, France will accept that if information is to be exchanged on 3% tax matters the corresponding advantages will need to be granted by way of exemption or other relief under article 990 E CGI The French Chair, François Daubert is a French magistrat of great experience in dealing with cases of corruption, money laundering and fraud. The Seat that Jersey has on the Peer Review Group will enable it to influence policy and implementation, and also assist in ensuring that the Island is understood as implementing and respecting the TIEA.The team at the French Finance Ministry comprises persons previously  seconded to the OECD in this area, and there are currently several French Finance Ministry secondees in the OECD group dealing with TIEAs.



French TIEA :
Ratification, and entry into force 

• Signed by Both Parties in March 2009:
 Ratified by Jersey in July 2009. 
 Ratification expected by France last half 2010.
 Entry into force one month after exchange of 

instruments.
• Jersey is not on 2010 article 238-0 A Liste

Noire of ETNCs:
 Thanks to signature pre 31st December 2009 

and French internal transitional measures;
 However advantages only flow from Entry into 

Force. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The amendments implementing the ETNC and TIEA provisions was introduced by Article 22 loi de finances rectificative pour 2009.Under article  238-0-A Code général des impôts, the TIEA technically needs to be ratified by France by 1st January, 2011. In the unlikely case that it were not to be, under Article 22 V, the transitional provision granting Non ETNC status to a State which had signed a TIEA before 31st December 2009 would expire at 31st December2010. The French legislation has not yet been fully adapted to the ramifications in certain areas, notably the 3% annual tax, and some work and advice will be needed for those companies or other entities wishing to take advantage of the exemptions available from 1st January, 2011.Also note that agreement can be terminated by ministerial decree at each year end, if information exchange not satisfactory.



• Article 22 of loi de Finances rectificative 2009 introduces article 238-0 
A Code Général des Impôts: notion of Etat ou Térritoire Non-Cooperatif
(ETNC).  

• A TIEA, an administrative assistance agreement, lifts the cooperative 
jurisdiction into a more favourable but more compliance based tax 
window, with less extortionate withholding tax rates and exemptions 
(compares well with non-discrimination clauses);

• The TIEA will be a superior heirarchical norm at the Constitutional level 
to legislation, decrees and general doctrine administrative. However: 

– less effective than a DTA, which can modify CGI; 

– the Ministre de finances can remove benefit annually, after consultation 
with  Ministère des affaires étrangères subject without doubt to an appeal.

Note French constitutional protection and ECHR principle of non –
expropriation by State. Taxation is a strictly construed exception to that 
principle.

French TIEA :
French domestic tax law hierarchy.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tax treatment of entities can change on a first of January, depending on the change in status of a territory.Article 123 bis CGI has been amended to enable a more effective attack on trusts, by treating them as a form of entité juridique and assimilating them to a contractual arrangement rather than a movable property law concept. What is worse, where a person has transferred funds to an entity in an ETNC, they are presumed to have an interest of more than 10% in the entity, which will  then need to be rebutted.  If a Territory is on the ETNC liste noire, withholding rates on payments to it are generally increased from general rates of 1/3 to the punitive 50% but note the exceptions and also : CGI art 125 etc. Produits de bons ou contrats de capitalisation, CGI art 145 Produits de placements à revenu fixe , with an additional internal 50% withholding on dividends paid by a company in an ETNC;CGI art 182 A bis on payments (other than salaries) made by French companies or businesses to companies in an ETNC saving proof that the aim was not to localise profit in an ETNC;  CGI arts 108 to 117  Distributions made by companies or other French entities subject to Impôt sur les sociétés; also jetons de présence (director’s fees)CGI art 244 bis French  source Capital Gains paid to ETNCs; care here; CGI art 209 bis French version of CFCs. 



• Transparent Offshore Funds with tax treaty efficiency for 
Treaty residents using Diebold Courtage instruction:  

 Not all tax treaties can work here. 

• France only has FCPs or FCP à risque; not as effective as 
a transparent limited partnership in a treaty context. 
Administratively complex, but can be worthwhile for 
expert funds and similar;

• 3% annual tax exemption and other issues: client should 
now be able to opt to pay and remain anonymous, or to 
apply for exemption or undertaking and disclose.

French TIEA :
The advantages for the Island and the Finance Industry 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instruction administrative : 4 H-5-07, N° 47 du 29 MARS 2007 on dividends, interest and royalties paid through fiscally transparent foreign entities to non-residents;The UK Treaty was withdrawn and renegotiated to accommodate a French change in treatment of partnerships. The UK treaty needs care and attention here, where any UK resident is a partner in a Jersey transparent partnership investing in France.  Other French Treaties such as that with China may enable transparency for Chinese investors into French investments.  



French TIEA :
Some issues arising

I. France and Italy have introduced a concept that a trust is an entité
juridique with direct economic rights qua a company, which as a 
concept of the Jersey and British laws of property, it is not;

II. Jersey Norman law concepts can be introduced with greater 
certainty into international financing structures: Usufruits over 
shares; French sociétés de personnes share the same legal roots as 
Jersey partnerships. 

III. Competent Authority: Information and tax recovery.
IV. Information on « Criminal » activity can be required on matters

prior to entry into force, not on civil or administrative.  
V. Independent issues:  assessment of non-residents under article 

164C CGI to French source income on 3 times annual rental 
income  of property at disposal in France; similar idea to old UK 
Schedule A assessment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is part of a general European tendency to have trusts treated as a savings mechanism in the Savings Directive.  Specific amendments to the Code général des impôts were introduced to bring this about. There is a need to review accounting  statements and summaries as to trusts with French beneficiaries, whether vested or not are defined and treated: the data given under information exchange will be interpreted in France under French corporate principles, unless correctly stated and censored. Care will be needed for example in trust account summaries of beneficial entitlement or interests, in particular where  none are vested or remain discretionary. These distinctions will need to be clearly iterated to avoid implying economic ownership where there is none.Other points of similarity between the French and Jersey legal systems can also be used, with the economic differences providing benefit;Bercy is the sole French access in. No local or regional tax inspector can ask for information directly from the Comptroller . The Comptroller can also enquire, and will no doubt do so, if he wishes to recover unpaid income tax in France, or requires information on a Jersey resident’s affairs in France.



 Summary :

 Questions :

o or contact :
o Peter Harris

o e-mail : ph@harristax.net

o Tel : + 44 1534 625879

o Mobile: + 44 7 797 831 749

o Fax ; + 44 1534 491 195

French TIEA :

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SummaryPotential exemption from the 3% annual tax on immovable property owning entities, article 990 A-E of the Code général des impôts;No application of the new punitive rates of withholding tax, and non-allowability,  on certain payments income and profits to Island individuals and entities;Use of Jersey fund and investment vehicles on a transparent basis to obtain: look through treatment of investors resident in States with full Tax Treaty countries;Withholding tax benefits for more opaque funds;The reporting and administrative requirements to benefit from the improvements;The manner in which information and information requests should be handled and the information provided in a manner coherent with the tax and legal treatment of the situation and best practice in France.  Ramifications for Wealth tax, for the application of droits d’enregistrement on French property holding structures and disposals of interests by way of gift, death, sale or other disposal s potentially taxable in France, and now liable to information disclosure on exchange. TIEA or Tax Treaty? the French have imposed an OECD model on the Island with a double tax provision on Pensions; it does more than it says “on the cover”.
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